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Next he became a man of wrath, exclaiming
"Rama has gone to bits You play the part
unstilted all through and the effect is disastrous
Robert Lorame [with whom I had most of the scenes]
is acting you off the stage "
And then he was the sorrowing school-teacher,
rapping me over the head with his thimble like the
old lady of Cheltenham, and telling me what a good
boy does1 This is his letter The good boy is Robert
Lorame
"	he has found out how to drive the play
through without you Since you will not let him
get his effects by walking over him, and making the
anticlimax possible, he gets them by walking over
you If he didn't, there would be no effect at all,
and, as it is, a great deal is lost, and what is saved
goes altogether to his credit This is really very bad
of you, as there is nothing to prevent you from doing
as you did on the first night, when you were very fine
What is wrong is that you do not hold your part
against him You take his tone, you take his speed,
and you are so discouraged by the failure of the effects
to come off that you plunge on harder than ever and
make things worse Rama is never in a hurry, never
frightened after her first pop into bed after the shots*,
always disdainful, patronising, superior, queening it
until her collapse Until then, it never occurs to her
for a moment to doubt her enormous moral superiority
to Bluntschli, or Sergius* superiority She likes him
as she would like a pet dog Her exclamation, *Oh,
it is useless to make YOU understand,5 has no sense,
no effect unless she has been on her high horse all
through Well, you have got down off the high horse
You have become Biuntschh's little pet, and PetkofFs
little darling, and Katenne's naughty little gni,
* The first act is m Rama s bedroom during the retreat of the Serbian army
through the town

